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Bankruptcy & Restructuring

Sklar Kirsh’s Bankruptcy and Restructuring lawyers use creativity, insight and experience to guide our clients through the insolvency and restructuring process.
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Corporate

Sklar Kirsh’s Corporate lawyers have the large firm expertise, practicality and dedication to successfully handle the most sophisticated corporate transactions.
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Real Estate

Sklar Kirsh’s Real Estate lawyers provide legal and business counseling to real estate professionals across all asset classes, along with providing clients access to capital providers.
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Entertainment & Media

Sklar Kirsh’s Entertainment & Media lawyers are former General Counsels in the entertainment industry and bring our clients a wealth of industry knowledge and legal expertise.
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Litigation

Sklar Kirsh’s litigators stand ready to aggressively litigate disputes to judgment, while recognizing that our clients’ goals are often best served by helping them find creative, early resolutions.
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1880 Century Park East, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90067
info@sklarkirsh.com
TEL 310.845.6416
FAX 310.929.4469
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